
E  xcerpt on Lab-Tested Aerial Assault  

6. Chemical warfare evidence simplified:

6.1. Contrails (a con) allegedly form as ice crystals from jet fuel at high altitude.

6.2. Jet fuel has a 100° F flash point, 410° F autoignition temperature and freezes below -37° F. Starting hot,
it takes time in the air to freeze. Absence of any space between an airplane outlet and chemical trail 
cannot indicate a contrail. It’s an absurd con.

6.3. Two planes, one chemtrail (you might try https://web.archive.org if the picture is missing): 
https://beforeitsnews.com/chemtrails/2014/08/photographic-proof-that-all-trails-large-and-small-are-
che

6.4. Nighttime spraying (e.g., https://youtube.com/watch?v-Ulg7IYL-WcU) is not plausibly for the cover 
story of tackling global warming, while cover stories of protecting citizens against exotic attack with 
carcinogenic chromium, neurotoxic barium etc. are ludicrous. Chemtrails follow targeted individuals 
(TIs) assaulted with chemical and electromagnetic weaponry, e.g.:

6.4.1. Zakaos Breedlove Ewing: https://youtube.com/watch?v=imrb5tIkvbo 

6.4.2. https://twitter.com/westside_ti_7/status/1481672944971440129

6.4.3. “My chemtrails heart attack” by left menu at http://globalskywatch.com (suggestion for barium 
depleting it, if doctor-approved: potassium)

7. US Air Force chemically assaults targeted individuals (TIs) and the US populace:

7.1. US Air Force sprays barium “more toxic to your nervous system than lead” as a doctor for the pilots 
shared: https://www.bitchute.com/video/bOdFywrTFM4y/

7.2. US Air Force logistics has known it beyond reasonable doubt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=DzQT2_KHLDE  &t=614s  

7.3. US Air Force (allegedly) Indigo Skyfold/Cloverleaf etc. pilots know it’s not straight-up activity: 
http://chemtrailsmuststop.com/2021/02/operation-indigo-skyfold-the-most-secret-covert-black-
operation-in-world-history-2/

7.4. Carolyn Williams Palit’s “What Chemtrails Really Are”: https://rense.com/general79/chem.htm 

7.5. Besides facilitating DEW (directed energy weaponry) assault, spray on TIs may include debilitating 
molds and a toxic choice of barium-based nanotechnology to bind neurons (explained via https://free-
targeted-individuals.com) (pseudonymous Electric Angel’s trilogy ending in The Radiohead Protocol): 
spray, then bind “nano-dust” to neurons/faces by microwave/maser/DEW, turning TIs into antennae for 
V2k, electromagnetic assault and remote neural monitoring in an unconstitutional regime, spanning 
administrations, torturing citizens in their residences, complete with gassing in the manner of Nazi 
concentration camps but with “slow kill.”

7.6. Lab tests... show toxic chromium (a carcinogen) and barium (a potent neurotoxin) in TIs’ environments.

Targeted Individual Residential Air Testing by Method EPA 6010D

In My TI Residence Surface Wipe Air Filter Wipe

Barium (wipes are 2”x2”): 1.62 ug/wipe 0.591 ug/wipe

Chromium (a carcinogen): 0.443 ug/wipe 7.54 ug/wipe

Aluminum and cadmium: not detected not detected

This was despite aluminum exposed. Carcinogenic chromium and neurotoxic barium have no 
reasonable place in residential dust. These results reflect noxious spray from frequent low-altitude 
generally small-aircraft flyovers. While USAF poisons the populace, elevated toxic ug counts may 
indicate TI torture.
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